The sloppy assignment is understandable, but the jokers who remove their shoes and shirts to stretch out for several hours of sleep are both annoying and disgusting. The library staff itself could improve the situation with faster and more efficient circulation of books.

The library's staff could profitably spend a lot more time trying to keep the occasional RU or Northeastern student out of the library, and a lot more time controlling some of the abuses going on inside the library.

The Student Center library is a convenient and attractive place for both serious and social studying, let's get rid of the riff-raff who want to turn it into a dormitory.

Letters to the Editor
Just a few scattered comments on the Junior Prom Weekend. In short, it was terrific and I had a marvelous time. Plus-side-wise, I liked the way the Student Center and Armoury were decorated. The colorful flowers and plants added a cozy atmosphere to the cold concrete and glass of the Student Center. Watching the hilarious adventures of Flash Gordon was a pleasant diversion from watching squirming, wiggling bodies on the crowded dance floor of the Armoury. Perhaps a huge movie screen can be set up on the Armoury wall. The tables and refreshments were set up at both ends of the Armoury with dancing in the middle eventually opened a small-scale company and with the prof through the books, remaining in the No-Tell Hotel. The establishment offered special rates to students, and in ads of questionable taste as advertised its "pastime room" for 32 hours bottom room up in town and gives out 25% on reduction coupons to student. No-Tell Hotel management and Oregon State Police have been interested in the project.

To go Jail
You can't win - or if you do, don't parade about it. When to University of New Hampshire student? "Mine for its first visit. After some flirtation he pointed out a dance as a victory celebration. He was the chairman of the parade without a permit.

Before
At Oregon University, SWE (Students with an interest in the project.

The Tech
middle. This enabled a non over the floor and lower bodies to stimulate our. They're also more comfortable than the hard floor.
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